
Information about the 
appointment, role and 
responsibilities of the INEs
1. Background to the Appointment of Independent
Non –Executives
As part of the Firm’s commitment to operate under the 
latest best practice the Firm was the first to appoint three 
Independent Non–Executives (“INEs”) to its governance board 
in September 2010 pursuant to the introduction of the Audit 
Firm Governance Code (AFGC). 

The reputations that audit firms have built their licence to 
audit upon are of vital importance to the public interest. One 
way in which they can maintain public trust in their brands is 
by being seen as exemplars of best practice governance. In 
drawing on aspects of the UK Corporate Governance Code 
such as the comply or explain approach, the AFGC establishes 
the principle that audit firms should appoint INEs within their 
governance structure.

INEs offer a governance solution to three potential threats to 
continued confidence in an audit firm: 

• decision making is private;

• regulation does not cover all activities which put a firm’s
reputation at risk; and

• stakeholder dialogue to manage major threats to survival is
difficult.

The firm has chosen to position its INEs as part of its oversight 
body. The firm believes that this level of independence from the 
Leadership of the firm best serves the public interest by helping 
to ensure audit quality. 

2. The role of INEs in the Firm
Role description and purpose of an INE in Grant Thornton

INEs have the same general governance responsibilities to the 
firm as elected members of the Partnership Oversight Board 
(POB) plus specific responsibilities as set out by the AFGC, 
specifically oversight of the firm’s policies and processes for: 

• Promoting audit quality.

• Helping the firm secure its reputation more broadly, including
in its non-audit businesses.

• Reducing the risk of firm failure.

The following key elements of their role are considered

important in achieving this:

• to be able to demonstrate excellence to key institutions

• to challenge the firm’s recognition of its public interest
responsibilities and its attitude towards quality

• to challenge the firm’s approach to risk management and
governance

• to challenge the firm’s proposition as a leading provider in its
chosen markets

• to be involved in strategic aspects of people policies,
performance and procedures

• liaise and engage with the FRC as appropriate

• The firm is obliged to support the INEs in fulfilling their roles
and as such our INEs:

• are invited to attend all POB meetings

• are invited to attend ‘all partner’ meetings and receive all
partner communications

• meet with the CEO and Strategic Leadership team (SLT)
members periodically to build rapport

• will meet regularly with the Head of Quality and Reputation,
Ethics Partner, Head of Assurance and Head of People and
Client Experience through the Public Interest committee

• have access to minutes of POB meetings and subcommittees

• have access to details of whistleblowing calls through
membership of the Public Interest committee

• have a dialogue about matters covered by the AFGC with
listed company shareholders and listed companies as
appropriate

• meet with other senior stakeholders and partners to develop
and maintain a strong understanding of the Firm’s business

3. Time commitment and responsibilities of INEs
It is anticipated that each INE will spend a minimum of 30 
days per annum on matters pertaining to their role. However, 
the Firm is not prescriptive about the role of the INEs and 
recognizes that it will grow and change. INEs are asked to 
be part of the process to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
relationship between senior management and the POB and the 
effectiveness of the POB itself. 



In addition to the POB itself there are also currently the 
following sub committees:

• Risk and audit committee (RAC) (Chaired by an INE)

• Public Interest Committee (PIC) ( Chaired by the Chair of the
POB and joined by the other two INEs alongside the Head of
Quality and Reputation)

• Remuneration committee (Chaired by an INE and joined by
one other INE and three Elected members)

• Profit sharing committee (which includes of the Chair of POB,
and the other two INEs and two Elected members)

Our INEs primary remit is restricted to our public interest 
responsibilities, approach to quality, (particularly but not 
exclusively in the area of audit) and the firm’s reputation and 
risk management.

Candidates are advised to consult the check list of entities for 
personal shareholdings to avoid having to dispose of shares 
late in the process to appoint. ie investments in connected 
entities that are held in a discretionary fund. 

The POB meets approximately six times per year and the RAC 
typically meets seven times. The POB Elected members and 
INEs attend a number of dinners during the year the night 
before their meetings and partners in the firm are invited to 
join these dinners on request to understand more closely the 
working of the POB. 

In addition, there are shorter, less formal meetings and/
or telephone calls of the Elected members and INEs without 
management during the year as appropriate. The POB Elected 
members and INEs therefore typically meet or have a telephone 
conference call once a month.

4. Other matters
Appointment, retirement and resignation
INE appointments are subject to formal FCA approval and are 
for an initial term of three years, unless terminated earlier by 
and at the discretion of either party upon one month’s written 
notice. They can be re-appointed by the Elected members for 
additional terms and where any INE’s term would exceed nine 
years this would be subject to particularly rigorous review and 
explanation 

The firm has engaged with external headhunters with expertise 
in sourcing INEs each time there has been an INE vacancy.

Remuneration
The remuneration of the INEs is reviewed annually by the 
Remuneration Committee without any INEs present. The INEs 
are remunerated according to their roles and currently receive 
the following remuneration: Chairman £135,000, Risk and Audit 
Committee chair £75,000 and other INE £65,000 per annum.

Outside interests
It is accepted and acknowledged that our INEs have business 
interests other than those of the firm and have declared any 
conflicts that are apparent at present. In the event that they 
become aware of any potential conflicts of interest, these are 
required to be disclosed to the POB Chair and partnership 
secretary as soon as apparent.

Review process
The performance of individual partners and the whole board 
and its committees is evaluated periodically. 

Independent professional advice

Occasions may arise when our INEs consider they need 
professional advice in the furtherance of their duties as an 
independent non-executive director. Circumstances may 
occur when it will be appropriate for them to seek advice 
from independent advisors at the firm’s expense. The firm will 
reimburse the reasonable cost of expenditure incurred.

Disputes 
Our Independent non-executives of a firm have a right of 
access to relevant information and people to the extent 
permitted by law or regulation, and a right to report a 
fundamental disagreement regarding the firm to its owners. 
Where ultimately this cannot be resolved and the INE resigns, 
they are required to report this resignation publicly.
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